
Rada presents
The B-Safety range
Specialist emergency
showers and eyewashes



 78552 
ClassicLine body safety

shower with pull

rod diversion

Above door installation

Exposed pipework and

recessed version

Being safe can save lives
When it comes to keeping people safe at work, choosing the right products from a 
manufacturer you can trust can make all the difference. At Rada, we’ve been developing 
specialist solutions for more than 85 years in the UK. And when we find a specialist 
manufacturer who cares as much as we do about quality and performance, we like to work 
with them too.

That’s why Rada has teamed up with B-Safety, a leading manufacturer of emergency eyewashes and 
safety showers – bringing you the best choice of products to minimise the effects of accidental chemical 
exposure. Combined with our own specialist range of commercial taps, showers and washroom systems, 
you can find everything you need to be safe. All backed by our specialist service and maintenance, and 
all from a manufacturer you can trust.
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 ClassicLine freestanding  
 body safety shower with  
 eye shower

 78542
 ClassicLine body safety  
 shower with eye shower
 Wall mounted
 Exposed pipework

 78543
 ClassicLine freestanding   
 body safety shower with
 eye shower 
 Stainless steel bowl

 78541 

ClassicLine body
safety shower
Above door installation
Exposed pipework
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 ClassicLine body
 safety shower
 Wall mounted
 Exposed pipework

Putting expert products in expert hands

As well as helping you choose the right
emergency equipment, we can help you decide
on the best service package to safeguard the 
quality, performance and compliance of
your systems. 

No-one ever plans on being 
exposed to hazardous materials. 
But you can plan to respond 
quickly to accidental exposure 
by having the right emergency 
equipment on hand. Fast action 
can save sight and prevent serious 
injury. It can save lives. 
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 ClassicLine handheld 
 eye shower with one 
 spray head
 Wall and table mounted
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 ClassicLine handheld 
 eye shower with one
 spray head 45°
 Table mounted
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 ClassicLine handheld 
 eye shower with one
 spray head
 Table mounted
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 ClassicLine handheld 
 eye shower with two
 spray heads 45°
 Wall and table mounted
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 ClassicLine handheld 
 eye shower with two
 spray heads 45°
 Table mounted
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 ClassicLine eye shower
 with two spray
 heads 45°
 Table mounted
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 ClassicLine eye shower
 with two spray heads
 with bowl
 Wall mounted
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 ClassicLine eye shower
 with two spray
 heads 45°
 Wall mounted

RADA PRESENTS THE B-SAFETY RANGE
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 ClassicLine handheld
 eye shower with one
 spray head 45°
 Wall and table mounted



Since the 1930s, Rada has pioneered washroom and water flow
control solutions in the UK. As part of Kohler Co., we continue to 
develop intelligent controls using the latest digital technology.
By making use of innovations such as non-touch controls, automatic 
duty flushing, thermal disinfection and product usage data logging 
to aid compliance reporting, we can ensure the highest standards of  
washroom hygiene. 

B-Safety is part of a market leading company based in Germany,
the Breuell & Hilgenfeldt Group. Family owned and founded in 1949, 
it’s been a market leader in eyewash equipment and emergency 
showers for more than 30 years, and continues to expand its range 
in response to technical innovations and compliance with quality 
standards including DIN-DVGW, ANSI Z358, and EN voluntary 
standards.

For more information
Call: 0844 571 1777
Email: radacustomerservices@mirashowers.com
Visit: www.radacontrols.com
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